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G The BG News
Bowling Green, Ohio

Tuesday, December 7,1993

Briefs
Weather

Volume 76, Issue 70

Arafat fails in gaining U.S. allies
The Associated Press

What season is this?:
Today, partly sunny in the
morning. Clouding over in
the afternoon. High near 40.
Southwest winds S to 10
mph. Tonight, cloudy with a
chance of snow flurries.
Low in the upper 20s.
Chance of snow 40 percent.
Wednesday, partly cloudy.
High around 40. Chance of
rain 20 percent.

Inside The News
Home cookin' from Food
Op:
University Food Operations brings home cooking to
campus through a recipe
contest. Check out the
recipes that won.

a 3.

Outside campus
Homeless hoax:
COLUMBUS -- Three Ohio
State University graduate
students said Monday they
created a fictitious group
that said it wanted to provide guns to homeless people to make a point about
violence in society.
"The project was conceived to draw attention to
the issues of guns and violence, homelessness and
media manipulation in our
society," said a notarized
statement. Paul Badger,
Douglas Lioyd and Eric
Zimmerman swore to their
identities in the statement,
said the notary public,
Nancy Althouse.
The three students could
not be reached for comment.
No one returned messages
left at the Arm the Homeless number and telephone
listings for Badger and
Zimmerman. A call placed
to a listing for Lloyd was not
answered.
Kent Beitel, director of
the Open Shelter near downtown, said the three arranged a meeting with him
Monday morning. He said
they gave him the statement
and talked with him for
about an hour.
"We talked about the
damage their stunt did and
what those of us trying to be
responsive to the homeless
are trying to accomplish,"
he said.
"I don't know what
prompted the original
thought on their part at all,
but clearly it got bigger than
they were able to comply
with."
Local media reported on
the group, which sent out a
news release Friday claiming it would raise money to
provide guns and firearms
training to homeless people
to "give them selfconfidence."
A man identifying himself
as Jack Kilmer told reporters that the group, called the
Arm the Homeless Coalition, would solicit donations
at two shopping centers. The
city Charitable Solicitations
Board on Friday sent a letter
ordering the organization to
"cease and desist any fundraising activity immediately" because it did not have a
license to do so.
Members of the group instead passed out information sheets Saturday in front
of a downtown shopping
mall.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

U.S. Secretary of State Warren Christopher arrives at the King David enemies of the peace process kill Ibis great opportunity that we
Hotel In Jerusalem Monday. Upon arrival, Christopher called for a have."
stop to the violence In the West Bank saying, "We must not let the

JERUSALEM - PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat failed
Monday to get the United
States to side with the Palestinians in their dispute with
Israel over implementation of
a groundbreaking peace accord.
"It's quite important that no
one try to interpose themselves in those discussions,"
said Secretary of State Warren Christopher after a twohour meeting with the man the
United States not so long ago
considered a terrorist leader.
Christopher promised only
to pass on to Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin "the
concerns that chairman Arafat has."
The difficulty of Christopher's mission in the Middle East
was tragically highlighted
when he returned to Israel to
learn that a Jewish father and
his son were shot and killed in
the West Bank city of Hebron,
site of repeated clashes during
the past week between Palestinians and Jewish settlers.
Three children in the same
family were wounded in the
attack which came from a
speeding car.
"It's a tragic incident," said
Christopher. "This killing absolutely must stop."
Christopher and Arafat met
for two hours in the U.S. embassy in Amman, Jordan and
discussed the economic as
well as political problems confronting the Palestinian leader
See Arabt, page four.

Wave of letter bombings hits Austria
The Associated Press
VIENNA, Austria ~ A mysterious wave
of letter bombs is worrying leaders of
this country struggling to absorb an influx of immigrants from unstable eastern
Europe.
The tenth such device since late last
week injured a young secretary on Monday. Three more letter bombs were detected before being opened and defused.
Police have made no arrests in the
bombings, which began Friday. They said
the attacks were the work of one or more
right-wing radicals, apparently angered
by the thousands of refugees in Austria.

The letter bombs have been the same size
and carried the same kind of postage
stamp.
Peaceful and tidy Austria borders
former Yugoslavia, Hungary, Slovakia
and the Czech Republic. Tens of
thousands of refugees from the Yugoslav
war have come to Austria, and thousands
from eastern Europe and the Middle East
have come for a better life.
While most of the letter bombs have
been addressed to prominent personalities in politics, the media or relief
work, Monday's explosion occurred in a
downtown attorney's office.
Astrid Bielek, an 18-year-old legal secretary, suffered face and hand injuries.

morning after four hours of surgery and
She was the fifth victim to date.
It was not clear why the office of law- began cracking jokes. Surgeon Vilmos
yer Guenther Dallinger was targeted, but Vecsei said the mayor might still lose his
he is reported to have spoken out for the left hand.
The Jewish Community of Vienna exintegration of foreign children into Auspressed its "disgust and outrage." Days
trian schools.
The most prominent victim has been of complacency when Austrians seemed
the Vienna mayor, Helmut Zilk. The to live on a prosperous "island of the
66-year-old Social Democrat has cham- blessed" are clearly over, it said.
There has been virtually no such viopioned minority rights and is a close
friend of Vienna's small but vibrant Jew- lence in Vienna since a pair of attacks
against Jews in 1981 and a 1985 attack at
ish community.
Zilk lost at least two fingers when a Vienna airport by Palestinian terrorists.
Austria's role as a haven for refugees
mail bomb blew up in his hands Sunday
night, shortly after returning home from goes back for decades. The country aca trip to Zurich, Switzerland.
He regained consciousness Monday
Se* Bombings, page five.

USG approves Dismissal appealed
three new bills Woman claims compliance, not consent
by Larissa Hritsko
student government reporter

The assembly passed a bill
proposing that students have additional time to change room
The Undergraduate Student requests.
Government addressed student
There are three main points of
concerns by passing three bills at this piece of legislation, said Jim
their meeting Monday night, Osborne, sponsor of the bill.
which dealt with extending Uni"First, many students line up
versity office hours, additional
time for student room changes between 2-3 a.m. to ensure that
and voting rights for student they get their rooms since the
trustees.
system is first come, first serve.
The legislation proposing that Second, the University tends to
University offices stay open dur- overbook rooms," Osborne said.
ing the hours of noon to 1 p.m. "And third, the University direcwill hopefully be in effect by tor of housing is very supportive
spring semester, according to of this legislation and student
Bill Vogt, USG sponsor of the feedback."
bill.
The final bill recommended
"The bill can be quite feasible.
Several offices should try this on student trustee voting rights at
a trial basis," Vogt said. "A good Board of Trustee meetings.
The bill, passed by a unaniplace to start this would be the
Bursar's Office from Jan. 10 to mous vote, encourages State
spring break, but eventually all Representative Randall Gardner
the University offices should to become an original co-sponsor
participate because no matter of legislation In the Statehouse.
how small student traffic is, The bill will entitle a student
there is always someone who trustee to voting privileges and
needs to visit a office between attendance In Board of Trustee's
executive sessions.
noon and one."

The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Former state
employee Elisabeth Tschantz
complied with state Auditor
Thomas E. Ferguson's sexual
demands but never gave her
consent, her lawyer told an appeals court Monday.
Tschantz, 49, Is appealing the
dismissal of a $1.25 million
lawsuit accusing Ferguson of
coercing her into a sexual relationship and forcing her to
solicit campaign contributions
from fellow employees.
In the lawsuit, filed in June
1987, Tschantz claims Ferguson intentionally caused her
emotional distress, leading to a
mental breakdown.
Ferguson has admitted
having a sexual relationship
with Tschantz, who worked in
his Canton office, but he has
said the relationship was consensual and has denied the allegations in the suit.
Ferguson, serving his fifth

four-year term as auditor, announced in September he
would not run for re-election or
seek another office.
Cuyanoga County Common
Pleas Judge Lillian Greene
dismissed the case in July
1992. Ms. Greene said Ferguson's conduct "might be immoral and perhaps unethical," but
was not grounds for a lawsuit.
John Duda, a lawyer for Ms.
Tschantz, told a three-judge
panel of the 8th Ohio District
Court of Appeals on Monday
that Ms. Greene "confused
consent with compliance."
Tschantz never complained
about the relationship while it
was going on because she was
afraid, Duda said.
"He chose her because he
knew she would do what he told
her to do," Duda said. "Consider the relative power of the
parties: This is not a fellow office worker, we're talking
about the head of a state de-

partment, who pulls all the
strings in that department."
Ferguson's lawyer, Henry
Hentemann, said there was no
evidence Tschantz was unhappy during the relationship.
"She gave him birthday gifts
and Christmas cards," Hentemann said, noting that the couple had sex at least 30 times.
"You will open up the flood
gates if people have an affair
and when the affair breaks up
they are allowed to sue for outrageous conduct," Hentemann
said. "There wouldn't be
enough courtrooms in the
country."
Appeals Judge James Porter
asked Hentemann whether he
was distinguishing between
consent and compliance.
"If I tell you to sit down
there are two possible scenarios: One, you thought it was a
good idea and sat down; or two,
you acted under the influence
of my voice or position," Porter
said.
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Bargaining issue
has many facets
Throughout the 1992-1993 school year, the University administration; the Bowling Green Faculty Association; the pro-unionization group; and the
Advocates for Independence, the faculty group opposed to unionization, have voiced their views and
discussed the reasons for and effects of collective
bargaining.
At times there was tension as efforts to have a
quick process were delayed because of the State
Employment Relations Board's procedures.
However, now, after more than a year, the lawyers
for the groups will meet with SERB Thursday to decide a date for the election of whether or not to have
collective bargaining.
However, we ask everyone not to forget about the
primary reason the University is here -- educating
students.
Whether people think collective bargaining will
hurt or benefit students, please make sure that the
time before the decision is made continues to be a
positive time for students.

Cleveland fans
not apathetic
For anyone who caught the first few moments of
the Browns-Saints game Sunday, the sight was
a strange one for Cleveland. Fans that over the years
have become famous for their intense and loyal dedication to the Brown and Orange turned out for a
second straight home game with the express desire
of booing the team and the coach that they have
grown to despise - Bill Belichik.
It almost seemed as if they were waiting for bad
things to happen, just so they could get more of their
frustrations out via a chorus of boos.
However, what transpired next seemed to shock
the fans and maybe even the players. The hated Belichik style of low-risk, sleep-inducing play calling actually started to work. Just over four minutes into
the game, the Browns grabbed the lead and silenced
the boo birds. Then, thanks to a stifling defense that
produced nine quarterback sacks, Cleveland held on
for their first victory in five tries of the post-Bernie
Kosar era.
Through all of the controversy, one thing remains
clear - the fans of Cleveland, although upset, have
not yet grown apathetic. They do still care about the
bottom line - winning.
The BG News Staff
Photo Editor Teresa Thomas
Insider M.E.
Dorian Halkovich
Insider Photographer Ross Weitzner
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Respond
Signed letters or columns express the
beliefs of the individual and in no way
represent the opinions of The BG News.
All readers are encouraged to express, their
opinions through letters to the editor and
guest columns, tetters should be 200-300
words, typed, and contain the writer's
telephone number, address, class rank,
and major.
Send all submissions to: The BG News, 210
West Hall.

Dr. Kevorkian devalues life
As of this writing, Dr. Jack Kevorkian, otherwise known as "Dr. Death," Is spending
his days and nights in a Michigan jail cell.
His incarceration stems from his blatant
disregard for a recently passed state law
which bans "assisted suicide."
Dr. Kevorkian, thanks to a blundering
bunch of national media gurus, is now the
great and ever compassionate, morally superior, can't do anything wrong, man of the
century. I, of course, see things differently.
My first beef is with the terminology that
is applied to this whole debate. According to
Webster's Dictionary, (don't you hate it
when someone does that?), suicide is "the act
of killing oneself purposely." This being the many variables to correctly term this anycase, by definition, you can not assist thing other that homicide.
Let's take a little detour here. Let's say you
someone's suicide. If you "assist" someone
who is committing suicide, by legal defini- find your dear doggy in the middle of the
tion, it is a homicide. Thus, the term "as- street having been hit by a car. You know the
sisted suicide" is invalid and should not be dog is in pain and that there is really no
chance he will survive the injuries. Few
used in this debate. Here is why.
The act of terming such events as "as- would argue that the "humane" thing to do is
sisted suicide" implies that the person wish- put the suffering animal out of it's misery.
Why? Because IT CANT KILL ITSELF!
ing to assume room temperature is doing so
willingly, and without coercion. This, I ar- Animals have neither the mental or physical
aptitude to end their own lives. Herein lies
gue, will not always be the case.
If the evil grandson, Billy we'll say, has an important distinction.
Human beings possess the ability to take
been visiting dear grandma on a daily basis
and telling her how terrible her condition is their own lives. The methods for this are
and that she would be "better off dead," we numerous, and most are painless. You can
would then have a case where grandma is even find books that accurately describe the
making the decision based on ideas she may processes, right down to what you will feel
not truly posess.
during the act. Because humans can kill
Then we have the situation where some themselves, and since Dr. Kevorkian's assisquack of a doctor, namely Jack Kevorkian, tance is required for these people to die, it is
whose specialty is pathology which concerns absolutely logical to say that what Jack Kedisease, not internal medicine, may be legal- vorkian does is murder, plain and simple.
ly killing people under the guise of "assistHe has to develop the process, connect the
ing" their willful suicide. There are just too aparatus to the patient, and then administer

Norm VanNess

the concoction in order for the desired result
to take place. Doctors, by nature of the hipocratic oath, which, by the way, is legally
binding in most cases, are to protect and
preserve human life; no exceptions. The act
of helping someone commit suicide violates
that oath.

Earlier this year, the Netherlands passed
legislation which legalized mercy killing
patients who request it. It is not, however, as
simple as all that.
The legislators, in order for the bill to be
acceptable to the public, imposed numerous
regulations and strict criteria to ensure that
the person selected for termination would be
doing so without coercion, would actually be
in terminal pain, (verified by two outside
physicians), and would also be making the
request in sound mind. If any of the above
criteria are not met, the termination does not
take place.
Similar legislation has met with fierce opposition in the U.S., and for this we should be
thankful. The day we allow liscensed physicians to administer death is the day we currupt the medical profession. Doctors are
supposed to enhance and save lives, not end
them.
If we are to believe the proponents of assisted killing, we are to accept the doctrine
that killing people is somehow a logical and
humane thing to do.
This can not be allowed to happen, because
once it does, the value of human life will discount
to standards we now apply to animals, and we all, aside from a few tree hungers out there, can see that that is inherantly
wrong.

Self defense best protection
Each year in America, 683,000
women become the victims of
rape. According to the National
Victim Center, one woman in
eight has been a victim. That is
13 percent.
If that doesn't worry you, consider that 39 percent of these
women will be raped more than
once, and law enforcement officials say only 16 percent of rapes
are reported. The FBI reports
that women ages 16 to 19 are the
most likely to be sexually assaulted.
Those 20 to 24 are the second
most likely. In fact, women are
four Umes more likely to be sexually assaulted during those
periods of their lives than any
other time. When you add in the
facts that 45 percent of rape victims are under 25 and 25 percent
of college men say they have
committed or attempted a sexually violent act, it becomes clear
that the college years are the
most dangerous in a women's
life.
Statistics like these are frightening but consider the following.
Eighty-two percent of victims
resisted their attackers, and the
majority of them claim it helped
their situation. Of those who resisted, 39 percent said they
avoided greater injury, 37 percent escaped and 22 percent
scared off their attacker.
Pauline Bart and Patricia O'Brien in their 1985 book "Stop-

Guest Columnist
Jenny Domanski
ping Rape," found that women
who used one self defense
strategy had a 60-65 percent
chance of escaping unharmed. If
they employed two strategies,
their chances climbed to 80 percent.
I am in no way saying that a

courses when I came to Bowling
Green in 1988.
I did not think about sexual assault as being a reality. It happened In dark allies In big cities.
Only after I became the victim of
acquaintance rape did I realize
how wrong I had been. If I had

"A woman cannot go out and change all the men
in the world, but if she changes herself, becomes
mentally and physically strong, then she will win
the respect of the men around her"
woman who does not fight back
deserves it. No woman should
feel guilty about being the victim
of a sexual assault. Every woman
who has been a victim has done
what she could to survive.
I just wonder why more women
do not get involved In some sort
of martial art or self defense
course to learn more options.
Maybe it is intimidation,
maybe it la lack of time, or
maybe they do not know what is
out there in terms of available
classes. I did not know about any
self defense or martial art

known five years ago the self defense techniques I know now, I
am sure that in my particular situation, I could have avoided being raped.
That is why I am trying to get
as many women involved in self
defense as possible. Granted, the
techniques will not work for
every women In every situation,
but they are effective most of the
time.
If one women reads this column and takes the message to
heart, then it will have been successful. I realize that the martial

arts are not for everyone, but I
urge all women to give it a try.
The United Karate System
offers a free self defense night
twice a semester, and everyone
is encouraged to drop by and see
what the class is like. Many martial arts schools allow people to
see for themselves what the class
Is like before they join.
I have racked my brain trying to come up with reasons why
women, especially in a town with
a serial rapist on the loose, will
not take the time to try something that may save them from
severe trauma That may sound
judgemental, but that Is not my
intention.
I just get very frustrated when
I hear women talking about how
they are angry about rape, how
powerless they feel, and then I
walk into a karate class of thirty
people and only six women. Karate is not a "man's sport," and it
does not require physical size for
success.
Even the smallest woman can
be taught techniques that will allow her to protect herself against
a large opponent.
A woman cannot go out and
change all the men in the world,
but if she changes herself, becomes mentally and physically
strong, then she will win the respect of the men around her.
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Food Op contest concludes Man measures
by Kristen Lea Sweet
contributing reporter

Winning recipes of contest revealed

Students don't necessarily
have to wait for the holidays for a
home-cooked meal. University
Food Operations's annual'Taste
of Home" contest has brought
recipes from the kitchens of
University students' parents to
campus dining halls for the past
four years.
"Food made from home recipes
is the next best thing to having
home cooking," Food Operations
Director Jane Schimpf said.
This year's winner is Judith
Fischer of Gibsonia, Pa., with her
Crescent Caramels recipe. Fischer will receive a certificate of
honor. Her daughter, Robyn, will
receive a $50 bonus on her meal
plan.
Fischer said she was pleased to
■.ave received the award. She
said she acquired the winning
recipe from one of her neighbors.
"It is a fairly easy recipe to
make, and people generally like
stuff like this because they taste
very much like cinnamon rolls,
and they are small and cute."
Along with the grand-prize
winner, there were four firstplace prizes awarded. They each
received $25 in credit toward
their sons' or daughters' meal
plans.
The employees of Harshman
Dining Hall chose the five finalists on the basis of taste, appearance, texture and color. The
grand-prize recipe was served on
Nov. 6, during Parents' Weekend.
A total of 58 recipes were entered in this year's contest.
These are all recipes that could
be incorporated into the regular
food plan at the University.
The other winners were as follows: Chicken in French Apricot
Sauce, Susan Rubin of Grove
City, Pa., the mother of Mitch
Rubin; Pepperoni Lasagna,
Sherri Fultz, the mother of
Teresa Fultz; Chocolate Peanut
Butter Cup Cookie, Yvonne
Jones, mother of J. David Jones
IV; and Taffy Apple Salad, Jacqueline Craft, mother of Ashley

by Kristen Lea Sweet
contributing reporter
The following are the winning recipes in University
Food Operations' "Taste of
Home" contest, beginning with
the grand prize recipe:
Creaceot Carmels
(Judith Fischer, Giabonia,
Pa.)
S tbsp. of butter
3/4 cup of brown sugar
1/4 cup of water
1/2 cup of chopped pecans
2-9 oz. cans of crescent rolls
3 tbsp. of soft butter
1/4 cup of sugar
2 tsp. of cinnamon
Preheat oven to 375 degrees.
Melt 5 tbsp. of butter in
ungreased 13 by 9 Inch baking
dish in oven. Stir in brown sugar, water and pecans. Separate package of crescent rolls
into rectangles. Seal the perforations.
Spread with 3 tbsp. of soft
butter. Combine cinnamon and
sugar. Sprinkle over dough.
Start at short side and roll up
each rectangle. Cut each roll
into 4 slices and put flat in a
pan. Bake at 31'S degrees for 20
minutes. Invert immediately.
Chocolate Peanut Butter Cup
Cookies
(Yvonne Jones, Wadsworth,
Ohio)
2 1/4 cups of all purpose
flour
1/3 cup unsweetened cocoa
powder
1 tsp. baking soda
1/2 tsp. salt
1 cup of butter, softened (or
margarine)
3/4 cup light brown sugar,
firmly packed
3/4 cup granulated sugar
1 tsp. vanilla extract
2 large eggs
5 2-ounce packages peanut
butter cups, cut into 8 pieces
1 6-ounce package semi-sweet chocolate chips

Heat oven to 350 degrees. In
a medium-sized bowl, combine
flour, cocoa, baking soda and
salt. Set aside. Combine butter,
peanut butter, brown and
granulated sugar and vanilla in
a large bowl. Beat with an electric mixer for about 3 minutes
until light and fluffy. Add eggs
one at a time and beat until
thoroughly blended after each
addition. Reduce speed to low,
and gradually beat in flour
mixture until smooth. Stir
peanut butter cup pieces into
dough along with chocolate
chips. Drop dough, 3 tablespoons per cookie, onto
ungreased large cookie sheets,
spacing cookies about 1 inch
apart. Bake 13 to 15 minutes
until dry and slightly firm to
the touch. Let cookies cool one
minute on cookie sheets. Use a
wide metal spatula to move to
racks to cool completely. Store
In air-tight containers. Makes
two dozen.

degrees for 40 minutes. Let lasagna stand for 15 minutes before serving. Makes six to
eight servings.
Chicken in French Apricot
Sauce
(Susan Rubin, Grove City,
Pa.)
1 8-ounce jar of apricot
preserves
1 1 1/4-ounce envelope of
dried onion soup
1 8-ounce bottle of French
dressing
2 quartered chickens
Mix preserves, onion soup
and French dressing. Spread
the sauce onto the chicken.
(Chicken skin may be pulled
off to lower cholesterol intake.)
Bake at 350 degrees for 1 1/2
hours. The sauce is also great
on spareribs or chicken wings
as an appetizer. Makes eight
servings.

Pepperoni Lasagna
(Teresa A. Fultz. Sidney.
Ohio)

TatTy Apple Salad
(Jacqeline L Craft, Medina,
Ohio)

6 ounces of chopped pepperoni
16 ounces cottage cheese
1 medium-size egg (slightly
beaten)
1 cup (4 ounces) shredded
rnozzarella cheese
1 8-ounce box lasagna
(cooked and drained)
3 cups (24 ounces) Ragu
spaghetti sauce with mush-

1 tbsp. flour
1/2 cup of sugar
1 8-ounce can of crushed
pineapple with juice
legg
2 tbsp apple cider vinegar
8 ounces of Cool Whip
4 cups of Granny Smith or
Red Delicious apples
1 cup of chopped salted dry
roasted peanuts
2 cups of mini marshmallows
(optional)
4 ounces of additional Cool
Whip (optional)

Combine cottage cheese,
beaten egg, and 3/4 cup of
rnozzarella cheese. Add
chopped pepperoni to spaghetti
sauce. Place 1 cup of spaghetti
sauce in an 11 by 7 inch baking
pan that is at least 2 inches
deep. Layer 1/3 of the cooked
lasagna noodles, 1/2 of the
cheese mixture and 1 cup of
spaghetti sauce and 1/4 cup of
rnozzarella cheese. Cover pan
with aluminum foil and poke 5
small holes in foil. Bake at 350

Mix flour, sugar, pineapple
with Juice, egg and apple cider
vinegar in a small pan. Stir
over medium heat until thick.
Refrigerate until cooled. Fold
mixture into Cool Whip. Mix
with apples and 1/2 cup peanuts. Sprinkle the rest of the
peanuts on top. Refrigerate.
Makes six to eight servings.

ServiceDirectory

BGSU buildings
by Timothy Quick
contributing reporter
David Breen is like a lot of students at the University. He attends
classes full-time and has a part-time job on campus to help pay the
bills.
But David Breen doesn't work in any cafeteria or in the library. Instead, he measures every University building on campus - one
square foot at a time.
"The idea of the job is to go around to all the academic buildings on
campus and measure every square foot: every room, every closet,
every hallway on every floor," Breen said. "Every building that is
maintained by the custodial staff must be measured. It is my understanding that they are not hiring any new custodians for the new
classroom buildings, so each custodian will be responsible for maintaining a larger area."
Larry Holland, head of University maintenance at the physical
plant, said that all buildings must be measured in order to redistribute the maintenance staff and to update the records on all
buildings.
"Our staff has been reduced due to budget cuts," Holland said. All
staff reductions have been accomplished through attrition: worker
retirements, medical leaves or resignations, he said.
"We know approximately what the square footage is of the areas,"
Holland said. "[But] the areas physically change, walls have been
added, floors have been changed. We're trying to figure out exactly
what we have."
With the cutbacks in staff, the maintenance department needed to
update information on all campus buildings so it could determine how
long it takes to clean them.
"We go by a national standard as to how long it takes to clean the
rooms," Holland said. These standards list the average time it takes
to clean rooms based on their size and physical features.
Breen has completed about 20 buildings since he started in midJune, measuring about 2.5 buildings each week. His job was interrupted by the start of fall classes but he has since returned.
Brian Benner, assistant director of the physical plant, said the goal
is to measure all campus buildings before next semester. The total
building space on campus is about SO million square feet. "About
one-third of the buildings have been done," Benner said.
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Photocopies
We start at 6* for our 8V2 x 11
white bond - black ink copies
and go down from there!

Quick Print, Inc.
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Rentals
328 S. Main
Our Only Office

Over 300 Apartments and
Houses to choose From.
Stop in to See Us for
All Your Housing Needs.

352 - 5620

Check this out and SAVE!!
From Sockman Automotive
See us for your trip home needs!

Lube, Oil, and Filter $16.95
425 Grant
(across the tracks from Kinkos)

352-3607

CHRISTMAS POSTER SPECIAL
Mount and Frame poster or print up
24" x 36" including glass or laminating.
Your choice of over 20 moldings only$38.95
SfiUctOutd y-tamc Si*fi & <jatUn4f
128 S. Prospect, B.G.

352-8282
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Great Lakes fish
Museum hosts Christmas event may
be unsafe
byTaraStubbi
general assignment reporter

Lights twinkled, Christmas
music played and the scent of
cinnamon and pine clung to the
air at the fifth annual Old
Home Christmas at the Wood
County Historical Museum last
week.
The exhibit, in which each
room of the 125-year-old building was decorated for the holidays, was seen by more than
4,500 people this year, organizers said. The home was open
for tours Thursday and Friday.
Over 40 groups worked on 41
exhibits including a tree decorated entirely with cow miniatures, presents wrapped in
cow paper, a tree decorated
only with figures of Santa
Claus, a room full of angels and
a tree decorated with miniature cowboy hats and neckerchieves.
The Old Home Christmas
was run almost entirely by volunteers. Each day of the program required 60 volunteers
who did everything from answering questions about the
museum to directing traffic.
The program is organized by
a committee that works year-

STUDENT SHOPPING
SUNDAY
Dec 12
10-6 pm

10% OFF
Everything in store
(with student I.D.)

FREE
5x7 pictures with

Santa
1 - 4 pm
PILLS 'N' PACKAGES Eft
111 RillnMd 51.
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round to plan the event, Museum Director Sandra Fouty
said.
"Preparations for Old Home
Christmas are a year-long
thing with a little more work
being done during October and
November," Fouty said.
In addition to viewing the
exhibit, visitors were able to
listen to a group of carolers
and visit with Santa Claus. Volunteers also sold gifts at the
end of the tour.
Committee chairwoman
Diane Whitmore said she was
pleased with the visitor turnout.
"We had about the same
amount of people attend as last
year, despite the rainy weather," Whitmore said.
All money made from the $2
admission donation went back
into the general fund of the
museum.
The building itself is full of
history, Whitmore said. Built in
1868 as a poorhouse and infirmary, it eventually became a
nursing home.
In 1971 - 102 years after it
opened - the home stopped
housing residents. It closed because a new nursing home was
built.
According to the Wood
County Historical Society, at
its peak capacity - during the
Great Depression of the 1930s
- the building housed 144 people. At other times, an average
of 70 people lived there.
The building has more than
60 rooms in its three floors,
and an attic space that was
used as a dormitory.
The museum's exhibits contain a vast and sometimes odd
collection of historical objects.
Visitors can see the rope which
was used in the last hanging of
a criminal in Ohio, the fingers
of the woman he killed with an
ax, an original bridal gown and
a doll display of all of the first
ladies.

Tk« BG Ncwi/Tara Slubbi
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More than 40 groups and individuals helped decorate the Wood
County Historical Museum for the fifth annual Old Home Christmas exhibit last week. Over 4,500 people toured the museum between Thursday and Saturday.
Very few of the museum's
contents were there originally,
Whitmore said. Many of the
exhibits in the building were
contributed by Wood County
residents.
"Very few of the original
items were left in the building," Fouty said.
In addition to the main building, visitors can tour an ice
house, a hog barn, a "lunatic
house" where the mentally insane were housed, a "power
house" where the black smith
worked and a horse bam.
The museum compound also
includes a wire cage where
criminals were kept, a house no

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

Preferred Properties
8th & High - Rental Office - 352-9378
Located in the Cherrywood Health Spa

JJJJTJTTfTJTf
COLLEGIATE CONNECTION
ONE STOP CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
BGSU Mom, Dad, Grandma, Grandpa, Sister,
and Brother Sweatshirts & Hats.
FAST QUALITY SERVICE ON SEWN
ON AND EMBROIDERED LETTERS,

• Coloring 'Booths
• Stickers
• Sorority & 'BQSIl
Christmas Ornaments

• 'BQSIl %e.ythains,
Mugs, Tumblers, 9{ats,
Crews, T-shirts
531 Ridge St.
(icroai from MacWett)

M-F 10 -8
SAT. 10 - 5:30
SUN. 12 - 5
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Early Leasing for 1994/95

• Christmas Cards
• Qift 'Wrap
• Tags
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Come Live with Us!
Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place
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BG'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF
SORORITY AND
FRATERNITY PRODUCTS
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bigger than the average dormitory room where people with
diseases were isolated and a
horse drawn hearse.
"There is a lot to learn here,"
Fouty said.
In addition to the Old Home
Christmas, the museum hosts
several special exhibits each
year. In 1993 the society presented a wedding attire exhibit, a military memorabilia exhibit and an exhibit of photographs about farming.
The museum is open for regular tours from April until October, but tours can be arranged year-round by calling
the museum at 352-0967.
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TOLEDO - The largest
research project of its kind could
help the federal government determine whether Great Lakes
fish are safe to eat, The
Blade reported Monday.
About 2,625 people from five
states will give local health officials blood samples over the next
few years. The federal study will
track the PCB levels of people
who eat the fish at least once a
week, the newspaper reported in
the second of a two-part series.
Participants will be Great
Lakes charter boat captains or
their immediate family members, because they eat the fish
regularly. About 1,100 volunteers
will be from Ohio.
The U.S. Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta will analyze
the PCB levels in the blood samples.
PCBs, or polychlorinated biphenyls, are chemical compounds that can cause cancer,
birth defects, mental retardation
and other ailments. Authorities
disagree on how much exposure
to PCBs is unsafe.
PCBs were once used as coolants in electric transformers.
Fishing guide Jim Fofrich Sr.,
57, said he has eaten Great Lakes
fish about four times a week
since the 1930s. Jerry Meyers,
62, is a charter boat captain
whose five children were raised
on the fish.
"I've eaten the fish all my life,
and I've never spent a day in the
hospital," Meyers said.

The men said they do not mind
losing business if PCB levels are
found to be high.
"I don't want a short-term financial interest on my part to be
abrasive to logic," Fofrich said.
"If we've got a real problem with
PCBs, then we better do something about it."
A record 2.1 million walleyes
were taken from Lake Erie's
Ohio waters last year, the state
Division of Wildlife said.
Officials are hoping by next
summer to warn people about
eating too many fish from the
Great Lakes without causing undue alarm.
Dr. B. Kim Mortensen, chief of
epidemology and toxicology for
the Ohio Department of Health,
said the warnings would not
necessarily mean Lake Erie was
becoming more polluted.
For example, he said, the U.S.
Department of Health's interpretations of PCB levels are more
rigid now than 10 years ago.
In a 1982 Michigan Department of Health study, scientists
examined blood samples from
572 people who ate Great Lakes
fish at least once a week, said Dr.
Harold Humphrey, a department
toxicologist.
It concluded that regular fisheaters had higher levels of PCBs
in their blood than others. A follow-up study in 1989 showed the
levels did not decline, Humphrey
said.
"We have clearly shown that
people who regularly eat Great
Lakes fish are exposed to PCBs,"
he said.

Arafat
Continued from page one.

tact with the Palestine Liberation
as he tries to assert PLO control Organization.
over Gaza and the West Bank
Christopher had met Arafat
only once before, in Washington
town of Jericho.
the day the Israel-PLO peace acTheir meeting was a dramatic cord was signed. They plan to get
sign of the startling change that together again in Tunis before
has taken place in the Middle Christopher returns to WashingEast since Christopher's last visit ton and it is clear that Arafat has
in August. Less than four months joined other Middle East leaders
ago, U.S. diplomats were forbid- on the must-see list when the
den from having any official con- secretary travels to the region.

Greenbriar Inc
Check Out Our Fall 1994 Listing
Columbia Court Apartments
East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses

224 E. Wooster

352-0717
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1/2
Price
University Union
Bake Shop
Buy one espresso or
latte and get the
second at 1/2 price.

Soda Shop
Buy any frozen yogurt
item and get the
second at 1/2 price.

Falcon Nest Grill
Buy one Cheeseburger,
fries and a 16 oz. soda
and get the second at
1/2 price.
"1/2 prlcr Uemo tnuat be of equal or teas value ofof purchaaad Itam
•quantum 90 card* accepted after 6 OOpm
Vaah and faculty card* accepted til day
•wild December 0 thru December 13
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Addicts receive disability Medical costs
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON ~ More than
72,000 people collect an average
$405 a month in federal disability
payments because they are addicted to drugs or alcohol. Few
get the treatment they need to
kick their habit and some end up
using the cash to buy more liquor
or drugs.
The number of drug addicts
and alcoholics on the rolls of
Supplemental Security Income
has exploded in recent years. In
the first nine months of 1993,
nearly 19,000 people began collecting benefits.
The federal government will

"Social Security, unknowingly, unwittingly,
provides more money to drug dealers and bars
than any other organization in the whole world."
Francis). O'Byrne, Chicago administrative law judge
spend an estimated $350 million
in payments to addicts and alcoholics on SSI this fiscal year,
more than six times as much as
the $55 million spent in 1989.
SSI Is a welfare program that is
supposed to help low-income elderly and disabled people pay for
food, shelter and clothing.
To qualify for SSI disability

benefits, a person must be unable
to work because of a physical or
mental impairment that is expected to result in death or last
for at least a year. Social Security determines who is eligible for
benefits.
Some 5.8 million people
receive SSI benefits, and just 1.5
percent of them are addicts and

alcoholics, said Social Security
spokesman Phil Gambino.
In exchange for their checks,
drug addicts and alcoholics must
agree to get abuse treatment, if
it's available.

plague family

The problem, say advocates
and Social Security officials, is
that there aren't enough treatment opportunities in a country
with 23 million addicts, alcoholics and problem drinkers and
fewer than 90,000 federally
funded treatment slots.
In any given year, only about
two to three million people are
actually being treated in either
private or publicly funded facilities.

FINDLAY -- A family saddled with debt because of their
18-year-old son's muscular
dystrophy has lost their home
after falling behind on their
mortgage.
"I don't know what we'll do,"
said Walter Zimmerman,
whose home was equipped to
handle his son's disease. "It's
been rough. My nerves are
shot."
G.E. Capital Corp. Mortgage
Service of San Bernardino, Calif., foreclosed on Zimmerman's house last week because
he was not able to keep up
with the mortgage payments.
Zimmerman and his wife,
Marlene, had nearly lost their
home last December when
they fell behind on their mortgage because of Brian Zimmerman's illness. They stayed
in the home after people in the
community raised more than
$10,000 in donations.

Bombings
Continued from page one.

Plant battles continue
Citizens fight to close neighborhood incinerators
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Opponents of a hazardouswaste incinerator in Ohio went to court and Capitol Hill on Monday in another attempt to shut
the plant down.
On Capitol Hill, neighbors of the Waste Technologies Industries incinerator in East Liverpool joined activists from other parts of the
country to vent their frustrations with the
government for allowing incinerators to be built
in their neighborhoods.
In Cincinnati, lawyers for the WTI opponents
asked the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals to
reconsider a ruling that allowed the plant to
operate after a trial burn.
Opponents prepared for a protest planned for
Tuesday outside the White House. And an Environmental Protection Agency panel intended to
meet for the first time Wednesday as part of an
effort to determine how much danger the plant
might pose to its neighbors.
The activity came a year after an event that
energized and later infuriated the antiincinerator groups.
On Dec. 7, 1992. then-Sen. Al Gore used the

Ohio incinerator to signal the incoming administration's environmental commitment. Gore had
said he wanted a General Accounting Office investigation of the plant's safety and the process
through which the owner got its permits. He
promised that the new administration wouldn't
issue a test burn permit until investigators finished their work.
WTI got its test burn authority from the outgoing Bush administration. Since then, the Clinton
administration has said its hands are tied and it
couldn't revoke the permit.
The trial burn took place in March. Limited
commercial operation began in April. A federal
court in Cleveland had ordered WTI to shut the
incinerator down after the trial burn, but the
appeals court threw out that order.
On Monday, lawyers for residents and the environmental group Greenpeace asked the appeals court to reconsider.
Their request was referred to the same three
judges who threw out the lower court's order. If
the panel upholds its decision, the matter would
be referred to the full, 15-judge appellate court.
Terri Swearingen of Chester, W.Va., said opponents asking for a Senate investigation and
hearing.

ATTENTION
GRADUATING SENIORS
With NDSL, Perkins, Nursing,
or Schell Student Loans
If Leaving BGSU at the end of Fall Semester 1993,
you are required to attend an exit interview.

cepted thousands of Hungarians
fleeing a Soviet crackdown in
1956, and Czechs and Slovaks
fleeing the Warsaw Pact invasion
of their country in 1968, and was
a major transit point for Jews
emigrating from the Soviet
Union in the 1970s and early
1980s.
Politician Joerg Haider, whose
right-wing Freedom Party has
been accused of sowing the seeds
of anti-foreigner sentiment, said
he was "deeply shaken and filled
with concern."
"Now we have to stand
together," said Haider, who initiated a referendum urging curbs
on refugees. It was signed by
420,000 Austrians in January t well below his party's expectations.
The leadership of the Social
Democrats denounced the attacks as "cowardly and insidious."
Vice Chancellor Erhard Busek,
leader of the other governing
party, the Austrian People's
Party, said the attacks were "a

Come celebrate
the season with us!
at the

Gingerbread House
Christmas Buffet

challenge to our democratic way
of thinking and the political culture of our country."
Chancellor Franz Vranitzky
said the bombings could not be
tolerated and that "unwarranted
indulgence must not be allowed
to prevail."
One of Monday's defused letter
bombs was addressed to Terezija
Stoisits, a member of the small
Austrian Croat community and
parliamentary spokeswoman on
minority rights for the Greens
Party. Another went to Johanna
Dohnal, Austria's minister for
women's affairs.
The third was addressed to an
employment office for foreigners.

But Zimmerman said he
again fell behind on his mortgage because he has not been
able to earn enough money as
an insurance salesman to handle utility bills and other expenses.
G.E. Capital bought the
$70,000 house for $46,667 at an
auction Friday in this northwest Ohio city. It will take
about three weeks to complete
all the paperwork on the
transaction.
Barbara Larick, the Zimmermans' lawyer, said she is trying to reach an agreement
with the mortgage company so
the family can stay in the
house.
Kelly Ad cock, a loan department supervisor at G.E.
Capital, declined to comment
on the case.
It will be hard to find another home, Zimmerman said.
The house has been equipped
with ramps and special wiring
for life support equipment.

STUDENT SHOPPING
SUNDAY
Dec 12
10-6 pm

10% OFF
Everything in store
(with student I.D.)

FREE
5x7 pictures with

Santa
1 - 4 pm

PILLS 'N' PACKAGES BS.

Aouil-n-Greenery
All You Can Eat
Tuesday feature

Mexican Bar
Tocos, fajitas and Burricos.

Please plan to attend the remaining Student Loan
Exit Interview held in West Hall Room 121:
Thursday, Dec. 9, 1993 6:30 pm
Contact the Student Loan Collection Office at
372-8112 if you have any questions.

The Associated Press

Also Available: Soup, Salad Bar, Baked Potato and Breads

11:30-1:30

Kreischer Dining Center
Tuesday, December 7, 1993
4:30 - 6:45 p.m.

$3.99

4:30-7:00

$4.75

Quantum 90 Card occepted 4:30 -7
only for on campus students.
Quantum 90 Card accepted all day for off campus students
Located in the University Union

Cash, Quantum 90 and Faculty/Staff Accounts accepted.

HOME FALCON WOMEN'S HOOPS VS. MICHIGAN STATE-WEDNESDAY 7:30!
Win $300 CASH... be a contestant in Long's Halftime Jackpot! Get a free can cooler!

\ Tired of Sto dying?

Please join us at...

The NTSA*

g Come to the Toledo Zoo and \
*}
g see the Holiday
g Lights with W®

Holiday Banquet
*NonTraditional Student Association

Coat donations for the
-Coats for Kids" drive
held by The Salvation Army^
may be put in Drop Boxes
at the following locations:

Days Inn Friday,December 17 6 p.m.
Free to members & guests*
Sign-up in 110c Moseley Hall
by December 10th.

Limited Beating available!
•Guests may include up to 3 family members.

Blue Ribbon Cleaners
Woodland Mall
Long's Cleaners
Sanitary Cleaners
South Main Subway
Young's Newstand
Hunington Bank
(downtown)
Coals available for pick-up Dec. 1 thru Dec. 73
lo qualified applicants at The Salvation Army
Service Center 309 1/2 S. Main Si
You must register at Service Center lo receive a
coat Questions call 352 -59IOM(

t

Dec. 9th
leave 6:30 p.m.
and return
9:00 p.m.

0coe <t

I
t

Only $5.00
\ for ticket and
| transportation.
| Sign up in UAO office
!3rd floor Union. 372-2343
I'SWV'trBmB'BVB'S'B'S'S'S'S'S'SW
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Grotke shines Football player wins award
at U.S. Open Vince Polko named MAC Defensive Player of Year
by Marty Fuller
sports writer

Don't mention the name Roque
Santos to Kevin Grotke. He has
heard it too many times already
this week.
Grotke, the senior co-captain
of the BG men's swim team, had
a great week but couldn't get out
of the shadow of Santos, a 1992
Olympian.
Grotke and a few members of
the squad traveled to Ann Arbor,
Mich., to compete in the U.S.
Open.
"Next to the National Championships, this is the biggest
national level meet in U.S.
swimming," head coach Brian
Gordon said.
Grotke, the lone Falcon standout, got off to a great start on the
first day of competition.
On Thursday he entered the
100-meter breaststroke preliminary race where he would swim
against Santos. After the gun
sounded Grotke and Santos swam
neck and neck for the entire race.
When the race was over it was
Santos who edged out Grotke by
.23 of a second. Grotke's time of
1:02.32 qualified him for the finals and, more importantly, was
the eighth fastest time in the
world this year on a short meter
course.

The finals would be a chance
for Grotke to avenge his touchout loss to Santos. Grotke swam
another outstanding race but
when the clocks stopped, it was
Santos edging out Grotke again.
Grotke's second place finish is
the highest by a Falcon at the
US. Open.
When Saturday's competition
rolled around, Grotke was pumped up.
"It was a totally different situation for me," Grotke said. "The
Olympians and the television
cameras made me nervous, but it
seemed to get me more pumped
up. I just went out there and had
a lot of fun."
Grotke proceeded to place fifth
in the preliminaries of the
200-meter, breaststroke, which
was good enough to get him into
the finals again.
Guess who was waiting for
him? Again, Santos beat out Grotke in the finals, but this time by
a bigger margin. Santos won the
race while Grotke fell off the
pace and finished fourth.
Other members of the BG team
that participated in the U.S. Open
were seniors Brad Briney, Andy
Dugan, Chris Lewter and Rob
Schaefer, junior Jason Campbell
and sophomores Guenter Miller
and Paul Henderson. Although

serting himself as not only a
defensive leader, but as an
overall team leader. He has
started every game since his
Bowling Green linebacker redshlrt-freshman year, but
Vince Palko has been voted the was often overshadowed by
Mid-American Conference De- All-MAC players such as linefensive Player of the Year by backers Artie Mangham and
the MAC News Media Associa- Kevin O'Brien and the taltion. And the best news is that ented defensive backfield
he's back for
known as the "Killer B's."
another
Defensive coordinator Paul
season.
Ferraro said Palko's performPalko, a
ance this year puts him at a
junior from
level even with the top-notch
Stow, led a
players such as Mangham and
defense that
O'Brien.
allowed the
As a junior co-captain Palko
fewest yards
led by example, playing every
and points in
play in practice like it was the
the conferLas Vegas Bowl, Ferraro said.
ence. He led
Palko
"Vince's biggest improvethe league with 19 tackles for ments this season came in
losses and was among the flexibility and footspeed," he
league leaders with 65 tackles said. "He just seemed to be a
and 76 assists.
different guy from the time we
"I couldn't believe it when I first put on pads in August."
found out at the team banquet
"He weighed about the same
last night," Palko said. "It's a and improved his strength
great award, but it's not just some, but the biggest improvement came in his explome.
"This year everybody on our sion toward the ball."
Having won such an award
defer.se played excellent."
This season Palko (6-1, 225) as an underclassman is rare,
came out of the shadows, as- but Palko said he will keep
by Aaron Oorksen
sports editor

things in perspective.
"Coach Blackney always
tells us it's not enough to have
the will to win, but you also
need the will to prepare to
win," Palko said. "I am going to
work hard myself during the
off-season and try to re-instill
that determination in some of
the younger players."
Palko was the first Bowling
Green defensive player to win
the award since Phil Villapiano
in 1970.
As a senior Palko will certainly have the attention of pro
scouts and with improvement
similar to this season he could
be a legit imate NFL prospect.
"The sky's the limit for him,"
Ferraro said.
Palko said he would love to
play at the next level but that
thought will be in the back of
his mind.
"I set goals each year I'd
love to play at the next level
but my primary goal will be on
helping our team get back to
Las Vegas next year," Palko
said. "If the awards or other
stuff happens it happens; I'm
just going to try and enjoy my
senior season."

Ball State linebacker Kevin
Johnson finished second in the
voting, while Western Michigan linebacker Peter Tuffo finished third.
The awards were announced
Sunday.

Ball State quarterback Mike
Neu was named the MAC
Offensive Player of the Year.
Neu, who was chosen the
MAC'S most valuable player
last week, led the Cardinals to
an 8-2-1 record and the conference championship. He completed 66 percent of his passes
and threw for 17 touchdowns,
both league highs.
Neu, a senior from Indianapolis, is Ball State's career
leader in six categories.
Central Michigan quarterback Joe Youngblood finished
second in the voting by media
who cover the conference,
while Bowling Green running
back Zeb Jackson finished
third.
The Associated Press contributed to this story.
\hv IIC \c.„nir phr.lo/
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Lady swimmers
impress coach
by Paul MarKotf
sports writer

The Bowling Green women's swim team had a successful weekend,
even though their results may be misleading.
The Lady Falcons swam in both the U.S. Open at Ann Arbor, Mich.,
and at home in a dual meet against Purdue University.
BG took five swimmers to the highly competitive meet in Michigan
Saturday. These swimmers included Jen O'Rourke, captain Josie
McCulloch, Lynne Rutherford, Heather Williams and Cheryl Patteson.
The squad finished within the top 10 teams, but head coach Brian
Gordon didn't feel that was the team's goal.
"The object was not to contest as a team," Gordon said. "We weren't taking a full squad. We went because it was a great experience to
swim against national competition."
Patteson was the standout for the Falcons at the open by placing
13th in the 400-meter individual medley with a time of 4:55.39. Her
time qualified for the finals of the consolation bracket where she
lowered her time to 4:53.30 - good enough for 10th place overall.
Following the U.S. Open, the women traveled back home where
they faced the Purdue Boilermakers with a full squad. The Lady FalSee women, page leven.

Bowling Green's Vince Palko (30) makes a diving tackle on Kent
State'! quarterback Kevin Shumun. For his defensive efforts, Pa-

lko was named the MAC'S Defensive Player of the Year.
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AUTORENTAL
BG Quality Motors
Sales Inc.
Cars Available for
Christmas Break
* Low Cost Rentals
* No Credit Card Required
•Must be 21

1051 N. Main Street
(across from Krogars)

352-8469
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Hoizinger s streak Bark ley sees political future

snapped at seven

"Jason is a lot better, but he
won't be able to play until after
the new year," York said.

Hockey
notebook
Brian Mart
According to a well-known
adage, lime heals all wounds. The
Bowling Green hockey team will
need plenty of that precious time
in order to heal the rash of injuries that has stricken the club in
recent weeks.
Injuries to Jason Helbing, Tom
Giant 7. and Kevin Seguin have
depleted the BG corps of forwards and have the team anticipating it's upcoming three week
layoff perhaps more than it
would like.
Seguin suffered a seperated
shoulder during the Falcons' 4-3
loss to Ferris St. on Saturday. Although the injury does not require surgery, Seguin will be out
for at least six weeks.
"Knees and shoulders, I think
those are the susceptible parts to
hockey," head coach Jerry York
said.

York has been forced to tap
into his wealth of defensemen for
help. Blueliner Glen Mears - who
has become the odd man out due
to the solid play of freshmen Kelly Perrault, Todd Kelman and
Matt Eldred - has been moved to
right wing. He will play on the
Falcon's fourth line along with
Jeff Herman and Jamie Williams.
"i Junior tri-captain Brian Hoizinger's five game goal scoring
streak and his seven game point
scoring streak both came to end
In the loss to FSU. Both streaks
were career bests for the Falcon's All-American candidate.
a Goaltender Bob Petrie's 10
saves In BG's 5-2 win on Friday
tied the Falcon record for fewest
saves In a game. The record has
been accomplished five times In
Falcon history. John Burke was
the last to do It during a S-4 Falcon loss to Michigan on Jan. 10,
1987.

women
Continued from page sit.

cons lost the dual meet by a score
of 121-177, but Gordon was far
from disappointed.

Pacing the Lady Falcons was
McCulloch, who won the
100-yard breaststroke with a
time of 1:04.15. This time qualified her for the NCAA championships, the fourth consecutive
year she has qualified.

"Purdue is a very strong
team," Gordon said. "I feel it was
"Josie is swimming extremely
our best meet of the year. Timewell," Gordon said.
wise we raced extremely well."

AP Die photo

measure up to the kind of politician Alabama Is used to, but it
would be a mistake to guess what
NEW YORK -- Charles Barkley kind of a governor he would be.
can switch back and forth from
"I don't label myself liberal or
man to child, from serious to conservative," he said. "Every
playful, as quickly and efficient- subject has to be evaulated
ly as anyone.
differently. I've taken my opinOne moment, he's muscling in- ions from a lot of people. I've
side to score against a helpless learned from Rush Limbaugh
opponent, then a split second and I've learned from Jesse
later he's winking, pointing and Jackson."
smiling at a fan in the first row
Barkley isn't rushing into poliwho was razzing him.
tics, however, just as he's not
Later, he's concentrating hard rushing into retirement. But he
on the basket for a couple of free appears to be determined on both
throws - he hates missing them - counts.
then after a timeout, he's jiving
"After I retire from basketball,
with The Chicken, wrestling with I'd just relax a few years," he
a giant plastic Godzilla and shar- said. "Politics is still a few years
ing a joke with an opposing down the road."
coach.
Barkley calls his back probIn the locker room, before or lems his No. 1 reason for saying
after a game, Barkley is no he's virtually certain to retire
different.
after this season, championship
One moment, he's talking about or no championship.
the problems of the world, giving
"It bothers me more when I'm
real answers to serious ques- not playing than when I'm playtions. Then, when a reporter asks ing," he said. "It hurts when I sit
him if the pain in his back is real- down for a long time and at halfly bad enough to make him retire time."
after this season, he replies, "It
Some of his teammates and
hurts as much as your face hurts coach Paul Westphal aren't conyou."
vinced the retirement decision is
Not the kind of answer you'd etched in stone.
expect from someone whose am"I'd like to have everyone on
bition - after helping the Phoenix the team have a bad back like
Suns win the NBA championship Charles," Westphal said after a
this season - is to be the gov- 34-point, 16-rebound performernor of Alabama someday.
ance on Friday at New Jersey. "I
"If you're going to screw up, it wish we had some surgery to
might as well be in a big office," make some other players have a
Barkley said. "But this isn't back like his."
something I just came up with.
I've thought of politics for a long
But there are other reasons
that make Barkley say he's ready
Phoenix Suns player Charles Barkley jokes with Suns media relations time."
Barkley certainly doesn't to get out.
director .lull Fie before a practice session earlier this year.
The Associated Press

leers to meet Redskins Coach still undecided
on starting quarterback
by Pal Murphy
sports writer

guin, who will be out of the lineup
overlooking them.
"I think it's an important game for approximately six weeks, the
for us, that's going to be one of Falcons are forced to juggle their
The third-place Falcon hockey our chief rivals for our top four lines once again. Jeff Herman
will play center, Glen Mears will
team travels to Oxford for a rare spots," York said.
Offensively, the Redskins are play in his second game, this time
Tuesday night
led by sophomore Kevyn Adams at right wing, and Jamie Williams
game against
who has four goals and eight as- moves over to left wing. Brett
Miami Universists for 12 points. The top Punchard will join Mike Hall and
sit y . The
goal-scorer for MU is junior Matt Curtis Fry. Both Sean Pronger
Brown and OrOates with eight. The MU de- and Brian Hoizinger will center
ange look to
fense is anchored by preseason the same lines they did versus
rebound from
Ail-American senior Bobby Mar- FSU.
their weekend
shall. Marshall has one goal on
loss to Ferris
the season and seven assists for
"The injury bug has hit us, but
State.
eight points.
"We have left
our frame of mind is to just move
York
The stronghold of the Redskin on. It's just part of the sport
that [Ferris
State game] because we don't team is senior goalie Richard that's going to be there forever,"
have much time to dwell on that," Shulmistra. He has a 2.73 goals York said.
against average good for sixth in
head coach Jerry York said.
Miami comes in at 4-5-1 overall the conference and 3-3-1 record.
Bob Petrie returns from his
and 2-5-1 in the CCHA. Despite
absence in goal Saturday with a
With the injury to Kevin Se- 2.60 GAA and a 6-2-2 record.
their record, York warns about

swim
our goal."

Continued from page six.

none of them reached the finals
in individual events, they all
helped contribute to a strong
team effort.
After their trip to Michigan the
team returned home to host Purdue University.
The Falcons could only win
five events as the Boilermakers
went on to win 10 and trounce the
BG squad 183-107.
"Our main objective was for
this to be our best meet of the
year," Gordon said. "I wanted
our best times for the year during this meet and, despite the
score, I think we accomplished

Grotke rode his hot streak
home and set two BG records.
His times of 55.73 in the 100 yard
breaststroke and 2:01.44 In the
200 yard breaststroke set the
mark for future Falcon swimmers.
Also tallying up a win for BG
was senior Brad Briney, who
touched out Purdue's Steve Renie
by .01 of a second in the 50-yard
freestyle.
Sophomore Tim Rogers also
won a close race in the 500-yard
freestyle. Rogers edged out his
Purdue opponent by .3 of a second to chalk up another win for
BG.

Purchase A Regular
Deli Sandwich, Get
2nd of Equal or Lesser
Value at

««** 50% OFF

"I'm never satisfied - we can
always do better," Gordon said.
"There are people who are ahead
of where they need to be at this
point and there are people who
are behind."

The Associated Press
BEREA -- During five of the Cleveland Browns'
12 games, coach Bill Belichick has changed quarterbacks. It's a habit he would like to break.
"I'm really a one-quarterback guy, when we get
one in there that can perform effectively," Belichick said Monday.
Belichick started Todd Philcox but replaced him
with Vinny Testaverde in the second quarter of
Sunday's 17-13 win over the New Orleans Saints,
even though Philcox had played reasonably well.
Philcox returned again in the fourth quarter
after Testaverde's right shoulder stiffened up.
Testaverde was playing for the first time since he
separated the shoulder Oct. 24 against Pittsburgh.
Philcox and Testaverde each threw a touchdown

The Browns also used two quarterbacks in the
Pittsburgh game, Kosar filling in after Testaverde
got hurt. That was the only game this season in
which Belichick was forced to change quarterbacks because of an injury.
Of the 12 games, Kosar started six, Philcox four
and Testaverde two.

" BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL"!
Make your own
tacos & nachos
this week at

I
I

Sunday, Dec. 5 - Thursday, Dec 9
Sunday, Dec. 12 - Thursday, Dec 16
Present this coupon at check - in.

Towers Wes

BEST WESTERN

Falcon Pla
•TMMtMrKM'Mty owrvod 1 oowaioc

STUDENT SHOPPING
SUNDAY
Dec 12
10-6 pm

(located across from Harshman Dorm)

$24.95

Includes

10% OFF

per nighnor a single or double room
-Early check in an late check-out time
•Continental Breakfast
•Coffee available 24 hours

Limited number of rooms available al this rale O R2-467 1
| Advance reservations required

Everything in store
(with student I.D.)

FREE
5x7 pictures with

Santo

Fiesta Bar
Tues., Wed.,Thurs.:
Dec. 7, 8, & 9

1 - 4 pm
PILLS
'N* PACKAGES ftS.
Ill K«jln>jJ St

I *+lm* II—J k^G?*)

Tower* West Restaurant
McDonald Dining Cenler
CMH.

ktondiv Fnel., 4:»«30
FKulty.'SI.II CUV > Quantum 90
AccotrtoAcoopiod.

STOP WHAT YOU'RE DOING
WE ARE BACK & WE ARE BETTER

Expires Dec 31 1993 Limit 2 w/coupon. Not Valid w/ Any Other Offer

Holiday Gift Ideas!

BGSU or Greek
Mom & Dad Sweatshirts

/(

<2QD

K*^ MM \ )

rj#E ALL l\l:ty

%^

Preferred Properties

A one color quality printed medium
weight sweatshirt in your choice of
navy blue or ash gray.
7oz. sweatshirts 2 for $23.00 or 1 for $12.00
9oz. sweatshirts 2 for $34.00 or 1 for $18.00

Office in Cheirywood Health Spa- 8th & High

352-9378

'With
itfl

(.{

T

Spring Semester
Two Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished

pass to Michael Jackson. Philcox also directed a
drive capped by Matt Stover's 43-yard field goal.
Their numbers were similiar; Philcox completing 7-of-15 passes for 91 yards and Testaverde
9-of-20 for 92 yards. Each threw an interception.
It was Testaverde's fourth relief appearance this
season. He had replaced Bernie Kosar in the second half of three consecutive games beginning
Sept. 19.

The Shark
88.1 FM
WBGU

BG's
BEST CALL-IN
SHOW
Call us-»372-2826

TONIGHT
10pm

* Also available, Grandma or Grandpa
sweatshirts and BGSU sewn-on Mom & Dad
sweatshirts.
Please contact Wizard Graphics for more
information concerning our holiday specials.

354-3098

Classifieds
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HOME FALCON HOCKEY FRIDAY & SATURDAY VS. ALASKA-FAIRBANKS!
Come help "welcome" the Nanooks to BGSU!
CAMPUS EVENTS
** NEVER AGAIN *"
Responsible Deosms about
Of inking and Driving
Christmas Party tonight!
9 15 m 102 BA
■ -NEVER AGAIN * ■

"PRIZES'FOOD* FUN"
MDA/Toy* for Tola Caalno Night
Fn. Dec 10. 8pm • 2am, NE Commons
Tickets $3 ore-sale, $4 at door
Sponsored by Kohl HaJI and
Resident Student Associate"
" PRIZES " FOOO • FUN "
• Attention O.S.E.A."
Today ia the last day to sign up for the
Christmas Semi-formal. Pteaee lum in S
and registration slips 410 Education Bidg
Also Meeting tonight 115 Education Bidg
at 9pm.

Personal Quest
Get ready tor Spnng Break'
Learn to eat right in the residence halls.
Join Personal Quest
Keep your New Year's resolutions'
JomPersonal Quest
Manage stress before it manages you I
Join Personal Quest
Set your goals and reach themi
Join Personal Quest
New semester, new you'
P.O. Kickoff in the Bowl n' Greenery
9 pm - Midnight. Thurs. Jan 27th
Sign up for PQ
m the SRC Main Office

PRACTICE YOUR ICE SKATING SKILLS
BGSU SKATING CLUB
EVERY TUESDAY AT 9 15PM
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME.
$2.50 CHARGE.

CITY EVENTS

-O.S.E.A. Members'
You still have time to sign up tor the Christmas
Semi-formal. Bring $ and registration slips to
410 Ed. Bidg. by Dec 7th Fun. Food 4 Dane
ingl Be There'

REGGAE with The ARK Band
EasyStreet Cafe (19 and under)
Wed Dec 8 and Thurs. Dec. 9

' O.S E. A. Publicity Committee *
We will meet briefly after the
general meeting Tues Dec 7th

LOST & FOUND

"MORTARBOARD"
Meeting Tues., Dec. 7.8 30pm
at Campus Poityeyes
Bring $$ for ptzzall
"MORTARBOARD"

Brown Wallet
Please Call me if found
352-6963 (Jeremy)

SERVICES OFFERED
A Final Exam question:
W-.i:.;. S O L D
SOLD, is
Student OrganuaDon
Leadership Development
providing leadership development to members
of student organizations at BGSU, as well as
campus student leaders

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE & CONFOENTIAL pregnancy tests, support & information BG Pregnancy Center. Call 354 HOPE

PERSONALS

For more info, please contact Deb at Student
Activities & Orientation at 419-372-2643 or
stop by 405 Student Services
Attention all WBGU-FM Jocksl
There will be a mandatory meeting Tues, Dec.
7 in 121 West Hall at 9 pm. This meeting is
very, very important We have a lot to discuss
Fall trainees it will be to your advantage to attend this meeong Be there1
Attention Nontradil tonal Student*
The Nontraditional Student Association
represents you The next NTS A meeting is
Wednesday. December 8. at 11 30am in the
Main Lounge of the Off-Campus Student
Center (ground floor, Mosetey Hall).
Please join us and help make
nontradioonals a true force at BGSU
BG University YMCA
Come to the last meeting of the semester
Tonight at 9pm in 114 BA, Bnng Si
Chris,
If s almost time for us to make our New Year's
resolutions as we gear up for Spnng semester
This year I'm joining the Rec Center's Personal Quest program to help me KEEP those resolutxmsi Weekly meetings with trained graduate
students on issues like stress and time management, fitness, nutrition, goal selling and
other wellness topics can help us have a great
semester Call or stop by the Rec Center
(2-7482) to s»gn up or get more info The program begins January 24, 8 weeks before
Spnng Break'
Lee
Hoi Hoi Hoi It's the
COLLEGE REPUBLICAN
Christmas Party"

Refrigerators A Lofts Available
Spring Semester tor Rental
Space Savers
405 Thursbn'3525475

Omega Phi Alpha * Formal Proofs
105 BA- Wed « Thurs. 9- 10pm
Pay $1.50 per picture when you order.

Housemate wanted. Non-smoker.
Own room. $150 ♦ utilities.
Call Lance655-3064.

• -NEVER AGAIN"
Never Again wants to
wish everyone a safe
and happy hoiidayi
Please don't dnnk and dnve.
• -NEVER AGAIN • •

OPA • Omega Phi Alpha • OPA
The sisters ol O Phi A congratulate Sarah
White on her -Mistletoe" pearling to Eric Deisleri Best wishoslll

Mate Subleaser needed (or Spring A Summer.
Own room. 1st mo. rent paid. $1i0vmonth ♦ utiH.es CaH 353-9003

FOR RENT

Need one male roomman lor apt. at 319 S.
Main. Own room avail., free cable and low rent.
Roommate that Is there is student teaching so
it is a quiet apt. Please call Trevor. Sun to
Thurs. 4 pm to Midnight at 35?-4?i A

t A 2 bdrm. apts. available now and Spring
semester Winthrop Terrace Apts 352-9135.

""STUDY in EUROPE"'•
All majors, unde/grad. and grad. students
Classes In English or French
Taught by European Professors
Informational Mtg. TONIGHT @ 9 PM
in French House on Sorority Row
Spd. by the College of Business
For more into, call 372-8198
ADOPTION-Happi'y married couple wishes to
become parents. Will offer lots of love,
laughter, secunry, and a bnght future. Call
Theresa and Sal ANYTIME at 1 -800-736-2761

ARE YOU CONSIDERING NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE FOR NEXT YEAR?
II you have been to an 'Info' Session
Come to a mandatory "2nd Step" meeting
Tuesday, Dec. 7th at 2:30pm, Campus Room
or
Wed., Dec. 8th at 7:30pm, Faculty Lounge
Call Co-op Program with questions 2-2451.

Ait.ruIon Parent Students
Yes youl The Non-Traditional Student
Assoc (NTSA) caters to parent students'
needs. Next NTSA meeting is Wed . Dec 8
at 11:30am in Mam Lounge ol Off-Campus
Student Ctr.lgrd fir, Moeeley Hall)
Please join us to share concerns about your
conflicting roles & see how we can help.

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
J24 95 PER NIGHT
Sun. Dec 5 ■ Thurs Dec 9
Sun. Dee 12-Thurs.Dec 16
COUPON REQUIRED AT CHECK-IN
See ad in this paper for coupon a details
Best Western Falcon Plaza
1450 E. Wooster • 352-4671
Christmas Shopping at the Woodland Mall
Free Shuttle Service
Sat.Dec 11.12noon-9:30pm
Pick up behind Union every 20 minutes
Collegiate Connection has BGSU Soronty
Christmas Ornaments for sale 531 Ridge St.
3526337

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ON GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS
The Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations is now distributing the Budget Request
forms to those student organizations seeking
General Fee funds for 1994-95. This form is
available in Room 305 Student Services Building. The forms must be completed and returned to Room 305 Student Services Building
by 5 pm. Tuesday. February 1.1994.
ALL INVITED
ANNUAL CANDLELIGHT MASS
8 00pm, Sunday, December 12
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union
Sponsored by St. Thomas More Catholic Par
ishfdoor open at 7 15pm)
Anyone knowing the where shouts of Bill
Wilson plsaae call Jim W al 372-4753

Just Arrived
Hand knitted 100% wool sweaters
Color fast dye. (40 00
JT's Cam/out
405 Thurstin* 352-5475

Tonight. 9:00pm, 234 South College
Lee.
Thanks tor telling me about Psrsonal Qussti I
called the Rec Center (207482) and tound out
it meets weekly from January 24 to Spnng
Break, and I have the choice of several meeting times. For one hour each week we will meet
with a trained graduate student and Warn about
fitness, nutrition, stress and time management,
and other wetlness topics Also, we will learn to
set responsible and realistic self-improvement
goals Good luck with the New Year's resolutions!
Chris
P.S. It's not too late to sign up. Tell your
frienda.

f i Spnng freak Bahamas Party CruiM $27916
Dayjl Includes 12 Meals a All Taiesl This is a
HUGE Partyl Great Beaches S Nightlifel Hurryl
Pncos kicroase 12/10'1-800678-6386

LAW SOCIETY
Speaker: Mr. BrecntaJ
Tuesday at 8.30pm in Room 100 BA
Last meeting - most attend

#1 Spnng Break' Panama City' 8 Days Oceanview Room With A Kitchen! Si 19' Great LocaDonl Walk To Barsi Includes Discount Card'
Hurryl Prices Increase 12/151
1 800-678-6386.

O: Llone A tigers A Hippos A
RMlly Cool Lights. 7
A: The UAO trip to see the
Lights at the Toledo Zoo
Dec 9th 6 30 PM - 9 PM
ONLY 5 BUCKS
Signups atari tomorrow!
UAO Office 3rd Floor Union
372-2343
RMA Attention RMA
Annual Christmas Party
Tomorrow Dec. 8
8:30 -10 Prout Lounge
Bring a snack item to share
and a $3 gift to exchange
HMA RMA RMA RMA
Spring Break. Sailing Bahamas on Luxury
Yachla Seven day Island Adventure All Inclusive with Cabin & Meals, $498 Each, Groups ol
6 1/800-999-SAIL(7245)
"Building BetterCommunttiea
Through the Arta"
Judy Chalker of the Ohio Arts Council
Joins
Arts Allied- Tho BG Community Arts Network
TUESDAY • DEC. 7 • 7pm
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
Start Making A Difference

WANTED
$$$$ Money $$$$
For graduation tickets
Call 352-5578
— HELP™
I need Graduation Tickets!
Will Buy l"
CallTed,353-2318
1 male subleaser for Spnng 1994.
$165rmo ♦ ulif. Price negotiable.
Call Andy. 353-3524

PLEASE HELPI DECEMBER GRAD NEEDS
JUST ONE EXTRA TICKET WILL BUY. CALL
COLLECT (419) 422-1409 ANYTIME.

Hard Rock Cate-Walertowar Place-Sears
Tower

ROOMMATE NEEDED
Twenty-one year old German male on internship in the United States tor six months needs
roommate with apartment to share. Send information to PO. Box 859, Bowling Green,
Ohio 43402 Attention: Linda.

Visit these sites and more when you take
UAO's trip to Chicago on Jan. 15-I7th. Coat is
only $80 tor transportation and hotel, $95 gets
all that plus a ticket to Night at Vie Improv. Sign
up by Dec. lOtti in the UAO office (it's in tie
Union). Call the UAO infer line at 2-7164 or Vie
UAO office at 2-2343 for more information.
Nike Shoal own-Aquarium -Muaeums
HIKE THE GRAND CANYON. SKI COLORADO
sunr IN HAWAII on cAiiroRNiAi
You can do any of these through the
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAMI
Get the facts - Friday, December 10
2:30 pm, 3rd Floor Union ■ Stale Room
For more details, call or stop by at the
Cooperative Ed Program, 238 Ad Bidg 2-2451
INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE: GET READY
FOR SPRINGi MEN'S INDP ICE HOCKEYG JAN. 18. WOMEN'S AND COED BASKETBALL- JAN. 18; MEN'S BASKETBALL JAN.
19; M.W. TEAM HANDBALL- JAN 20; WOMEN'S BOWLING- JAN. 25; M,W. DBLS BILLIARDS- JAN 31. ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 130
FIELDHOUSE BY4 00 PM ON DUE DATE.
JTS
CLOSE OUT SALE
Selected items available for
Kappa Delta, Alpha Tau Omega,
Gamma Phi Beta
Pro Russell Sweatshirts
Reg $48 95 now $25.00
Reg hats $15 95 now $8.95
Reg T-shirts $18,00 now $8 95
Reg shorts $17 50 now $6 95
Reg baseball $19.9S now $9.95
Watch lor other Greek doseouts
COMING SOON

Dear Sisters,
Good luck on finals. Have a safe and happy
holiday season and enjoy your breaklll
O Phi A love $ mine.
Amy Straub

Wanted Mm Condition. Used Toyota truck.
389-8293
Wanted: Anyone interested in
organized wrestling. Contact
Jamie 352-5789
i
1 male subleaser tor Spnng Semester. Close
to campus. SI 55/mo Call 354-7409.
1 non-smoking female subleaser need for
Spnng *94 Close to campus I80rmo. plusunl.
Price negotiable Call 352-8825
1 subleaser needed now & Spring semester.
Great location.
Call 352-8723 or 352-0462 tor into.
3 females leasers needed for Spnng. 2 bdrms,
very dose to campus. $t 50 * elec. each/mo.
Call 352-6609
DEC GRAD WILL BUY YOUR EXTRA TICKETS. DALL COLLECT- 424-8970 AFTER 7PM
M.W.F. MELISSA
FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR SPRING
LARGE TOWNHOUSE APT @ 5TH ANO
ELM. OWN ROOMI162/MO PLUS UTIL.
NON-SMOKING SENIOR OR GRAD STUDENT PREFERRED: 354-7401
Female roommate wanted t/94 - 8/94. Huge
room in spacious home 1 mile from campus
$235 inc. unl and wash/dry. Furnish avail, dap.
$190. 362-4090 Jackie
Female subleaser needed Spring semester.
Apt on Frag— 1S0rmo. Can 382-8921
Female aubleassr needed tor Spr 94
On* block from campus S15Qmo e utll.
•••CALLoW-eMS'"
FREE I st MONTH'S RENTI
Wanted: female subleaser for Spring. Close to
campus • low rent. Please call Rachel at
353-6018.
HELPI
I WILL BUY DEC. GRAD. TICKETS.
CALL ANYTIME. 372-8254. JANE LL
Helpl Female subleaser for Spring 1994.
$12aVmo. ♦ rslec
Call NOW, leave message 353-7515.
HELPI I need 1 female subleaser tor Spring
Semeser. 1 block from campus. OWN ROOM.
VERY CHEAPI Please call a leave message.
354-2539

Management Inc.

Be protected with a PAAL™
Personal attack alarm.
Easier to use than Mace,
and Is safer than a Gun.
Just pull the cord, sending
out a 107 db alarm that
shocks the attacker.
In Stock
No Waiting
Will make good
Christmas gifts.
Prices start at $29.95
A.A. Agency Inc.
1051 N. Main St.

Bowling Green. Ohio
43402
419-352-8469

SEMESTER LEASE, 1 Bdrm, all uHl
except elec., 215 E. Poe Rd.,

$340/mo.

Kg

Man. gement Inc.

Will pay money for 1 graduation ticket.
Please call 352-3095 or 661 -8569 (work).

i bdrm. apt. sublease for Spring.
Rent negotiable. 3S3-0116.
1 Bedroom Apartment Avail For Sublease
Clean. Quiet, Walking Distance From Bars
A Campus 354-3043
1 bedroom apartments. Free water and sewer.
114N Main, 228 S College ContactNewlove
Rentals at 328 S. Main. Cur onfy office
352-5620
i bedroom furnished apartment next to campus lor Spnng semester. $275/month. Call
354-1104.
2 bedroom house on Ada Ave Avail 1/1/94
$S0O ■ ..li Car 353 6982 I'IMW message)

"Help Wanted"
Typist/Proofreader for classified ads
Tues. A Thurs. 11 am- 2pm at The BG News
Start January 10 - TRAIN NOW
** •REQUIREMENTS"*
Computer experience • accurate A speedy
Proficient speller A proofreader
Call 372-2601 lor interview
1994 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
AVAILABLE.
'ASP' INTERNATIONAL is
looking for motivated students to fill summer
management positions throughout Ohio. Earn
$7,000 • $8,000 next summer while budding
your resume, gaining cruoal experience, and
earning an internship/co-op. Positions are
open but filling quickly in LIMA, MAUMEE,
PERRYSBURG, MANSFIELD. CANTON,
AKRON, and .."CLEVELAND SUBURBS.
There are only a limited number of positions
available, and are filled on a first come first
qualified basis CaB 1-800-543-3792 lor more
information.
500 SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES • 1994
in NY. PA. MASS. MAINE: Teachers. Coaches, Chefs. RN's, Instructors needed lor Tennis.
Basketball. Baseball, Hockey, Swimming/WSL/Lrfeguard, Sailing. Water-skiing.
Windsurfing. Lacrosse, Archery. Gymnastics,
Ceramics. Jewelry, Volleyball. Soccer. Dramatics, Equesterian, Fitness. Ropes, Outdoorsman. Piano Accompaniast, Physical Education Majors, Etc Upper Classmen preferred: Must love kids - Call Arlene.
1 •800-443 6428.
BEACH Springbreak Promoter
Small or Large groups.
FREE trips and CASH.
Call CMI, 1-800-423-5264
Chitdcare. light house help needed by professional Toledo Dad. Live-in. i deal for new grad
(Ed or child dev) Car helpful. Phone:
536 9525 Eves. Work 248-7841. Immed. start
Earn $1,000 per week at home stuffing envelopes! For information, please send long self
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterprises. Box 67068K, Cuyahoga Falls. OH
44222.
EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept- U1.
P.O. Box 1779. Denham Springs,
LA 70727.
Earn cash over the holidays stuffing envelopes. Send SASE to Midwest Mailers, P.O.
Box 395. Qalhe. KS 66051.
Help Wanted: 10-40 hoursAvk, flexible
schedule
Openings throughout Ohio.
$9 00/startmg pay 866 1 726
The Pnnoeton Review, the nation's leader in
test prep, seeks college grads to teach MCAT
courses part-time. Ideal candidate has great
standardized test scores, excellent academic
background, and great communication skills.
$15OO/hr and paid training. For more info, call
800-347-PRE P.
Travel Abroad and Work. Make up to
$2.000-$4.000wmo teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea.
No teaching background or Asian languages
required. For information call: (206) 632-1146
ML8S44

FOR SALE
•VACATION FOR TWO'
'cruise to Fraeport Bahamas
'stay 5 days/4 nights
MUST SELL: $350 or best offer
Call 372-1040
1970 Josef Bitterer, Guarneri advanced
violin w/boxwood appointments and hard
case. $2.250.353-4306.
1981 Ford Fairmont station wagon, only
67,000 m. Very good oond. very reliable, requires no work, asking $050 080 3545309

2 bedroom apartments available tor Spring
Semester Call 352-9302.
2 bedroom apartment avail, until May. Pets allowed. Swimming Pool. Rent neg. 353-5727.
3 bedroom house close to campus
3-4 people $575.00 per month
443N.Enterpnse#B
(sublease Jan Aug.) call John 353-2330
507 E Merry
2 bdrm apt. (urn, across from campus, washer
A dryer, free water A sewer. Call Newlove
Rentals 352-5620 Our only office
520 E Reed
2 bdrm apt. furn, across from campus, extra
storape. free water A sewer, washer/dryer.
Call Newlove Rentals 352 5620, our only office
525 E. Merry
2 bdrm. apt, rurn. across from campus, free
water A sewer, extra storage, washer A dryer.
Call Newlove Rentals 352-5620. our only ofArtist studio space Former church structure.
Possible living quarters Elmore. OH. Ask for
Mau'eon 66?? 735
Call 353-0325 - Carly Rental*
Now renting houses A apts 94-95 school yr.
Lisbng avail, now. Office 316 E. Merry *3
Pick up listing or we will mail.
Cany Rentals 352-0325
Subleasing available
2nd semester
Duplex for rent at 530 E. Merry. 3 bedroom.
Limit 4 people. Available now through May 7,
'94. Rent $500 mo * util. (negotiable). Deposit $500. Call John Newlove Real Estate.
354 ?260.
For Rant
Duplex, adjacent to campus.
352-0000.
Houses A Apartments * Close to Campus
For Summer 1994 A 1994-95 school year
1-267-3341
Houses and duplexes lor 1994-95 school year.
12 mo. leases onfy, starting in May. Steve
Smith- 352-8917.
Jay/Mar - The Highlands • 354 6036
1 and 2 bdrm. lumyunl, ArC.spaoous, quiet.
Avail now or 2nd sem Start $340Vmo.
Male Roommate Wanted. Haven House Apts.
Avail, immediately until end ol 2nd semester.
Call Brian at 354-3211 or Aaron at (313)
675-5604
Needed: 2 to 4 subfeasers
2 bedroom apt. Pets allowed
Call 353-8804.
Now leasing for 94 95 rental season at
no Rentals, 303 S. Main • 354-8800
Yes. we do allow pets'
Stop in for our 1994-1995 brochures. Newlove
Rentals. 328 S. Mam. Our only office
352-5620
Sublease efficiency 215 E. Poe Rd
$255/month. all utilities included
For more information call 354-6515.
Subteasers needed tor Spring "94
2 bedrooms, close to campus,
cheap, will negotiate
Call 352-2038

STUDENT SHOPPING
SUNDAY
Dec 12
10-6 pm

1982 Olds Omega
Good local car. Runs well but needs work
$300 OBO. Call 354-8800 (leave message)

10% OFF
Everything In store
(with student I.D.)

IBM compatible 486-33 (upgrd to 66 Mhz)
computer (ZEOS). Super VGA monitor, 4Mb
ram. Diamond speedstar Hi color video. Twin
floppy. 212Mb Caviar harddrv, 24pin Epson
pnter (laser like quality). Reliable make, fast A
well kept $2.400. Call 354-4514.
MAC8Clmb,20mbHD
w/MACLuggage A some software
$400O.B.O.
Image Writer II Primer
w/Maduggage $250 O.B.O.
Great Chnsfmas Gift)
Call Adam 353-5444

FREE
5x7 pictures with

Santa
1-4 pm
PILLS
'N' PACKAGES %2m
Ill Railroad SI.
... u.:l

1 t.

[MMIUI^C,,]

Do You Miss Home Cooked Meals?
Try Kaufman's Dinner Specials

1 BDRM, 610 N.Moin, 9 1/2 or
12 mo. leases, starts at $275/mo.

Mon. - Pot Roast
Tues. - Swiss Steak
Wed. All you can eat
BBQRibs

Management Inc.
(419)352-5800
Slop in our office located at 1045
N. Main St. for a complete list of
opts, we hove available.

One lemale subleaser to share 1 bdrm. apt. lor
Spring semester. $l87.5G7mo. * elec. Free
heat ft shuttle to campus. Pool A laundry facilities on site. Call 354-221V

HELP WANTED

December graduation tickets wanted.
Call Denise at 352-1487.

OMEGA PHI ALPHA

Everyone
yHeedsaPAAL

Pi Sigma Epsikm's 1994 Resume Book
Have your resume sent to the
top 100 COS in the US lor $10.00.
• All Maim Welcome •
Hand in to the MM Otfioa (rm. 234 BA.) or
PSElab-loinB.A by Dec. 8.

'85 Chevy Caprice Classic
PS.PB.A/C.«2.7S0.
Call 352 8605 after 5.

ifM. WM-SM
ttvJtt., 10*0-7:00
10:001:00

dose to campus ■ Across from Football Stadium
Eat at iu Bar or In the Dining Room
Labatts Ice oa Tap

AT THE LODGE

354-2535

